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BIOA 201  Biocultural Human Skeletal Biology 12
CHEM 150  Concepts in Chemistry (Distance) 12
CHEM 191  The Chemical Basis of Biology and Human Health 12
CLAS 240  The Classical World in the Movies 13
COMP 101  Foundations of Information Systems 13
COMP 111  Information and Communications Technology 13
COMP 160  General Programming 14
COSC 326  Effective Programming 14
COSC 360  Computer Game Design 14
ENGL 127  Effective Writing 15
ENGL 223  Fantasy and the Imagination 16
ENGL 323  Fantasy and the Imagination 16
FINC 204  Personal Finance 16
FORB 201  Forensic Biology 17
FREN 105  Intensive French for Beginners 17
HIST 230  Special Topic: Creating Kiwi Families: Historical and Legal Perspectives from 1830 17
HIST 333  Special Topic: Creating Kiwi Families: Historical and Legal Perspectives from 1830 17
HUMS 301  Internship Practicum 18
HUMS 401  Internship Practicum 18
LAWS 438  Civil Liberties in the Public Sector 18
(Laught in Wellington)
LAWS 444  Intellectual Property 18
LAWS 471  Special Topic 2: International Trade Regulation (Taught in Wellington) 19
LAWS 472  Special Topic 3: Issues in International Tax Law (Taught in Auckland) 19
LAWS 475  Special Topic 6: Legal Practice (Taught in Auckland) 19

LAWS 486  Special Topic 15: Not for Profit Law 20
MANT 361  Special Topic: Managing Teams and Organisations 20
MAOR 110  Introduction to Conversational Māori 20
MART 205  Marketing the Professional Practice 21
MART 330  Special Topic: Integrated Digital Marketing 21
MATH 151  General Mathematics 21
MATH 160  Mathematics I 22
MATS 204  Treasure or Trash 22
(Taught on campus and by distance)

MF CO 242  Studying Selfies: Celebrity Surveillance and Cyberspace 22
PACI 103  Languages and Cultures of the Pacific: Tongan 23
PEAC 506  Special Topic: Peace Traditions of Aotearoa New Zealand (Taught in Auckland) 23

PHIL 103  Ethical Issues 23
PHSI 170  Sun, Earth and Universe 24
PHSI 191  Biological Physics 24
POLS 321  Public Policy in New Zealand 24
POLS 330  Special Topic: Anti-and Post-Colonial Theory 25
RELS 214  New Religious Movements 26
(REL S 235  Religion, Law and Politics 26
(REL S 306  New Religious Movements 26
(REL S 335  Religion, Law and Politics 26
(Taught on campus and by distance)
SPAN 131  Introductory Spanish I 26
STAT 110  Statistical Methods 27
TOUR 101  Introduction to Tourism (Distance) 27
TOUR 102  Global Tourism (Distance) 27
TOUR 214  Introduction to Wine Business 28

---

Note: While all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information contained herein is correct at the time of going to print, matters covered by this publication are subject to change. The University reserves the right to introduce changes (including addition, withdrawal or restructuring of papers and change of class size limits) as it may judge to be necessary or desirable. Visit our website for the most recent information.
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